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Abstract– Keratoconus eye disease is not an 

inflammatory corneal disease that is caused by 

progress in thinning of the cornea, scarring, and 

deformation in the shape of the cornea. In India there 

is a significant increase in the number of cases of the 

keratoconus, and several research centres have been 

paying attention to this disease in recent years. In this 

situation, there is an immediate need for tools that 

simplify both diagnosis and treatment[1]. The 

algorithm developed can decide whether the eye is 

normal eye or keratoconus eye with stages. The K-net 

model analyzes the pentacam images of eye using a 

convolutional neural network(CNN) a deep learning 

model and pre trained ResNet-50 and InceptionV3 pre 

trained models and does the comparitive analysis of 

the accuracies of these models. The results show that 

the Keratoconus Detection algorithm leads to a good 

job, with a 93.75 per cent accuracy on the data test 

collection. Keratoconus Detection model is a program 

that can help ophthalmologists test their patients 

faster, therefore reducing diagnostic errors and 

facilitating treatment. 

Key Words: Deep learning, Convolution Neural 

Network (CNN), Keratoconus detection, corneal 

topography. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Keratoconus is a condition where the cornea of the eye 

starts getting thinner in progress. The cornea is nothing 

but the outer layer of the eye in the front[1]. Patients 

having this keratoconus eye disease will have a cone-

shaped cornea. Once the cornea starts thinning and 

having a sharp inclination, the surface in the front will 

begin becoming irregular in shape over specific 

progress. Because of all these, the patients can 

experience blurred visions.   

The thickest part of the cornea is its middle layer, 

which is mainly made up of the protein known as 

collagen and water.[1][3] 

This protein called collagen makes the cornea solid and 

elastic, which helps keep the regular round shape. 

A fine cornea will be able to focus the light, hence gives 

a clear vision. Whereas in the keratoconus eye, the light 

gets refracted, which can cause blur in vision or loss of 

sight. 

The cornea's tissue is made up of five layers. The first 

layer is the epithelium[5]. Each layer of this can 

presume in keratoconus. The epithelial cells can be 

stretched and zoomed in. This keratoconus disease can 

be caused by having a family history, age, rubbing of 

the eyes, allergies, etc. Corneal topography is used in 

detecting the keratoconus eye. 

In any case, several patients having hypersensitivities 

tend to wipe their eyes unnecessarily, which can cause 

the thinning of the cornea. There has been various kind 

of methods which were proposed in correcting this 

condition. Techniques like rigid RGP lenses, scleral 

lenses, and other types of surgeries were performed to 

correct this state. If you consider India, the research done 

on this keratoconus eye disease is significantly more 

minor. Many researchers are trying to find information 

about the condition and the right treatments for the same. 

This can develop in people of any age group and, if not 

treated early, can lead to blindness[11]. It is mainly 

treated glasses, lenses in the early stage of this disease. 

There are four groups of the keratoconus disease, namely 

the Forme Fruste, Nipple Cone, Oval Cone, and the 

Globus Cone. The stages of this keratoconus eye 

detected here will be stages 1,2,3,4, respectively. 

The most-mild form of the keratoconus stage is the 

Forme Fruste. It does not show any kind of symptom and 

is subclinical. 

Corneal Topography is the only possible way to detect 

this stage. Sometimes in this stage, the disease will start, 

and suddenly, it will stop progressing. Treatment is not 

necessary for this stage. 

The second stage, which is the Nipple Cone, is the one 

that usually affects a little area of the cornea at the 

centre. Even though the area affected is less, it will still 

cause some alteration in the eye's vision. 

Sagging or the Oval Cone is the third stage of 

keratoconus.  
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In this, the area affected is more significant in size than 

that of the nipple cone. It is usually seen towards the ear 

on the cornea. It looks like there is a sag happening in 

the cornea hence the name. The bulging and thinning of 

the cornea area is in the direction down on the cornea, 

and the deform carried out can be extended to the center 

parts of the cornea[2].  

The last stage is the Globus Cone stage. In this stage, 

the cornea is affected by above 75% of the area. This is 

one of the advanced stages of keratoconus eye disease. 

It cannot be treated with glasses, and hence it may 

require corneal transplantation to be done. 

The corneal transplant will be required in most severe 

cases, which will have added risks like infection and 

sometimes blindness. Therefore, it is advised to have a 

proper diagnosis whenever possible before the 

progression of the disease takes place.   

   Fig 1:  Normal eye and keratoconus eye cornea 

Consistent advancement of enormous arrangements of 

ophthalmic information, supported by the progress of 

learning calculations, and the expanded handling power 

have prompted increased revenue in using deep 

learning or machine learning methods[15]. Deep 

learning is helping researchers in analyzing medical 

images in different fields and, it has reported very good 

performance. The convolution neural network (CNN) 

gives high accuracy and from more training data the 

layered hierarchical image features will be learnt. 
The exact goal of this particular research paper is that it 

can decide whether an eye suffers from keratoconus or 

not and, if yes, then which stage it is present in[11]. Fig 

1. shows the differences between an ordinary cornea and

one affected with keratoconus infection. 

II. STUDY ON RELATED WORK

Recently, deep learning techniques have made a 

significant contribution to the detection, or the 

detection of a variety of diseases in the healthcare  

system, and has a lot of benefits, such as detection of 

insurance fraud, which is to provide medical care to the 

patients and at a fair price, to discover better methods 

of treatment, the creation of innovative medical 

programs, the success of the treatment, healthcare, 

infrastructure, hospitals, infection control, and the 

improvement of patient care, as well as the retention, 

better customer relationship management. Diagnose 

illnesses, and it is an important area in the fields of 

science, especially at a time like this. Under the present 

lifestyle of people, labour, climate, diet, diseases that 

have been created, one of which is the eye disease 

Keratoconus.  

This is the first version of an experimental study that 

uses a variety of deep learning methods for treating 

keratoconus. 

Alexandru Lavric, and Popa Valentin[3] in 2019 

introduced a method where the corneal geography of 

the eye is detected using  CNN model which was able 

to learn and extract features of an affected eye. 

R. Kanimozhi and Dr. R. Gayathri[6] in 2019 published 

a paper where they used the algorithms and predictive 

models to predict if the disease is present or not. The 

paper discussed new ways for the early stage detection 

of keratoconus. 

P. Agostino Accardoa, and Stefano Pensierob[12] in 

2019 published a paper on their research on 

keratoconus using 

convolution neural networks. This way of detection 

was purely on smartphones. Smartphones were used to 

detect images and it gave them an accuracy of about 

72.9% as a whole and different percentages for 

different stages of the detection. 

Francisco J. F. Cañavate[11]and Jorge L. Alio worked 

on detecting keratoconus based on new corneal 

volumetric analysis. The work used raw topographic 

data and on using that it performed morphometric 

modeling of the cornea with the aid of CAD. 

Ariela Gordon-Shaag, Michel Millodot, and Einat 

Shneor[10]-Published a paper on the generic and 

environmental factors of keratoconus. The paper will 

give brief overview of the researches done in the recent 

times on the development of keratoconus epidemiology 

and genetic subjects. The causes are not just the 

rubbing of eye, sunlight, etc, but also the other 

environmental factors. 

Amira Soltani, TaharBattikh, ImedJabri[15] 

Of late, clinical imaging has developed as it addresses a 

fundamental help for the patients' analysis and 

observing. Early acknowledgment of illnesses, for 
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example, "Keratoconus" is principal to the 

supposition. The achievement chance is high for the 

treatment gave previously. Since the state of the optic 

nerve's exhuming is the main element in its ID, right 

location methods are important to feature their 

structures. This paper presents a similar investigation 

of various edge location's strategies applied on a 

bunch of ophthalmologic pictures of the optic nerve. 

Shivangi C. Patel, Manish I. Patel in 2018 did a 

research called the analysis of CDR of keratoconus 

images for the disease detection. Since keratoconus is 

one of the leading eye disease causing blindness and 

no early symptoms detected they used CDR method. 

Disc ratio (CDR) was used to categorize if the eye was 

an healthy eye or keratoconus affected. In this method 

the disease is detected using retinal image. In this 

paper, further analysis of CDR is done by using 

different color channel combinations of the 

keratoconus images. 

III. DATASET AND PREPROCESSING

sDataset collected for the research is from some of the 

hospitals across Bengaluru. There are about 430 

images collected. The images show the corneal 

topographies on an eye. The device used to scan is 

called the pentacam. Pentacam images or the scans 

done show the exact measure for the front and back of 

the cornea.  

In the datset there are five categories that is normal 

Fig2 B, Forme Fruste Fig3A, Nipple ConeFig3B,Oval 

ConeFig3C and Globus ConeFig3D 

   Fig 2. A) Keratoconus affected B) Normal eye

  Fig 3. Stages of keratoconus 

The dataset is split into training and testing dataset, 

about 430 images for training and 50 images for 

testing. Preprocessing of image pixels into uniform 

scale of 150X150 to make faster convergence. Binary 

classification- process is applied to distinguish the 

keratoconus dataset into two classes only. It will 

immediately classify if the image which is analyzed is a 

normal eye or a keratoconus affected eye.  Data 

agumentation is performed to improve the performance 

by forming new and different examples to train 

datasets, rescaling the image pixel in range [0,255]-

>[0,1], rotation, flipping, shearing.Training and testing 

data set target size will be 150X150. 

Multi-level classification- In this process, the images 

identified as the disease one will further be classified into 

stages as seen in Fig 3.  

IV. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM

Model is trained using CNN, ResNet50, and 

InceptionV3, and then the classification will take place. 

The next step is followed by the comparison of the test 

image and trained model by displaying the result. In the 

case of keratoconus, it will be classified as different stages. 

 Fig 4. System Architecture 

1. K-net model

The fundamental objective is to execute and test a 

calculation that permits keratoconus discovery by 

working with the emotional cycle. The analysis is 

performed using a convolution neural network. The 

most utilized methodology used to analyze and confirm 

keratoconus is to create corneal geology, which is later 

deciphered by the ophthalmologist trained professional. 

The pictures will think about the contribution of 

Keratoconus Detection calculation inside the learning 

interaction related to the convolutional neural networks 

(CNN). The neural pixels created to measure the 

collected information (e.g., pixel upsides of a picture 

addressing the corneal geography) utilizing loads on 

associations among the neurons. The learning cycle 

includes the continuous change of these loads to lessen 

the blunder in both classification and to get to know the 

measures.  
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The K-net utilizes a filter with a size of 3x3 means of 

three pixels for analyzing the method of the 

preparation. 32  neurons are applied on the 

convolution layer(example the number of filters)that 

companion with some things very comparable locale of 

the informational data index.  

A cushioning highlight is utilized to make the 

highlights map at the neural network layer. For the 

state of affairs (a filter of three), a cushioning of one is 

applied to guarantee that the spatial yield size is 

equivalent to the info length. The following 

coordinated layer is the standardization layer that 

allows the advancement of the agency by adjusting. 

There is another layer trailed through a relu layer. 

Relu is a rectified direct unit layer. The motivation in 

the back of this accretion is to add nonlinearity after 

each convolutional layer. This layer brings down the 

education season of the enterprise and diminishes the 

affectability of K-net.  

The subsequent layers of the planned K-net is a 

pinnacle pooling layer that has the part of creating a 

downsampling interest to put off repetitive statistics 

from the layers. This cycle is applied to assemble the 

range of filters without the strengthening growth in 

pressure. The most pooling layer returns the most 

excessive upsides of the defined square locales, 

utilizing a step combined with a proper step duration 

of two for the steerage interplay. 

The following diploma is to construct the number of 

filters from 32 to 128 and play out the standardization 

duties accompanied utilizing the use of the relu layer. 

After those sports have been fulfilled, the most 

pooling ability is applied. The statistics are pre-had 

once more, this time by way of a sixty four-neuron 

convolutional layer accompanied with the aid of 

standardization and a relu layer.  

The final one is a very associated layer wherein every 

one of the neurons interface with the neurons from the 

past layers and change records. This deposit joins each 

one of the highlights eliminated and observed through 

manner of the beyond layers as to differentiate designs 

within the facts.  

On this residue, every one of the separated highlights 

are utilized to installation the corneal geography. Time 

taken during this is same as the classification lessons 

in the case of the keratoconus eyes and one for typical 

ones. 

The last layer used is called the softmax layer, which 

is used for multiclass image classification. The 

magnificence layer assigns one of the training to every 

input and calculates the loss parameter the usage of an 

activation feature.[20] 

Many learning calculations use multi-facet networks 

between data sources and yields. These neural 

organizations permit the identification of highlights, 

examples, and qualities inside the classification 

relationship. Innovative advancement has prompted the 

turn of events and clarifying these calculations, with it 

being utilized in numerous spaces in medication with 

trust. One of the principal techniques for perceiving and 

ordering pictures is a CNN in neural network. CNN's 

are at present utilized in applications, for example, 

object acknowledgment and face recognition. A 

convolution neural network that is equipped for the 

detection of the keratoconus infection is shown in this 

paper. Convolution and pooling layer 4, 2 fully 

connected layers and output layer are present.  

K-net model is built in this method by training and 

testing the dataset and the accuracy obtained by this is 

around 93.75%. Fig 6 represents the architecture of  

K-net model. 

      Fig 5. K-net Architechture 

2. ResNet50 model

ResNet50 also called the Residual Networks is one the 

transfer learning model used. Transfer models are pre-

trained on a dataset called ImageNet[17]. Fig 6 shows 

the architecture of the ResNet50 model. The testing 

accuracy obtained by this is 93%. 
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 Fig 6. ResNet50 Architecture 

3. Inceptionv3 model

Inceptionv3 is another pre-trained model that is used 

in this paper. Fig 7 represents the architecture of the 

Inceptionv3 model. Multi-class image classification is 

done using these models and the accuracy obtained by 

this in the test set is around 94% 

  Fig 7. Inceptionv3 Architecture 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The automated image detection system has made a 

significant change in the detection of the disease by 

saving the effort and time and charge of the 

ophthalmologists and the patients. Early-stage 

detection is the most important step in the keratoconus 

condition. 

In Figure 8 we are getting the accuracy parameter 

while using 50 epochs or iterations. Every change 

estimates the variation, which will correspond to 

updates of the neural system. The algorithm we are 

using has an accuracy obtained around 93.75% for the 

statistics, which consists of about 435 pentagram 

pictures. The accuracy validated is taken for every 50 

iterations. There is an accuracy parameter, and loss 

parameter analyzed. 

   Fig 8. Accuracy parameter 

The CNN's loss parameter is proven in Figure 7. The 

pass entropy of the complete CNN is represented via 

this parameter. When the community's accuracy is 

progressed, the loss parameter decreases substantially, 

ensuing in the removal of inaccurate topography type. 

  Fig 9. Loss parameter 

Mathematical notations 

Conv2D layers present in the K-net model are 4 and the 

method of calculating the parameters for the layers is 

shown ahead in the formulas. The bias which is 

connected with every filter is represented as 1. 

The learning rate used is 0.0001 which is the alpha and is 

a constant. 

Dimension of the image can be represented in a 

mathematical way as 

nH – height 

nW – width 

nC – number of channels 

Dimsn(img) = (nH, nW, nC) 
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In the K-net model, the image used is an RGB image 

and so the nC = 3 as we have Red, Green and Blue. In 

agreement with that, consider filter or kernel K is to 

be squared and have an odd dimension noted as f. The 

dimension of filter is given as: 

The filter used in this model in the convolution layer 

is a two dimensional matrix which is the convolution 

product attained between image and filter and is 

represented as: 

When the downsampling step is used, the elements of 

the image’s are summed up to the information. 

Through every channel the activity is carried out and 

hence affects only the height and width(nH, nW) 

dimension keeping channel constant(nC). 

Considered square filter size f is set to f=2 and s=2. 

Max pooling is used in the model and in this the 

maximum element in the filter is retuned. 

Activation function is denoted by ψ. First layer we 

represent: 

Input layer: 

Padding: stride: 

Filter numbers: 

Nth convolution bias :     Activation :  

Output layer:  

Thus, this is the obtained mathematical notation for the 

first layer. 

In fully connected layer, considering jth node and ith 

layer we show 

Wj,l represents the weights with parameters. 

All the above represent the mathematical notations of 

the cnn model built. 

After building and training the models for the dataset, 

the analysis of testing accuracy and training accuracy is 

done.It compares the accuracies with the transfer 

learning methods of ResNet50 and InceptionV3. 

 Fig 10. ResNet50 accuracy 

 Fig 11.  Inceptionv3 accuracy 

Dimsn(filter) = (f, f, nC) 
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Table 1 represents a comparison between the three models 

with their accuracies. 

Table 1. Comparing the accuracies of the given three 

models 

V. CONCLUSION 

The principle gain of this analysis is that it thoroughly 

may be applied as an incorporated piece of the 

symptomatic interplay. From the received results, we 

can propose that the proposed Keratoconus Detection 

calculation ensures an undeniable diploma of 

execution[26]. The principle dedication of this work is 

the flip of events and coordination in the analytic 

interplay of companion programming to help the 

ophthalmologist. AI calculations can probably 

intervene on vintage fashion scientific screening 

packages, having the option to provide diagnostics in 

a swift time body just as assisting with increasing 

affected person attention and solace.  

The commitment of this paper comprises making use 

of a deep getting to know element to keratoconus 

contamination identification. This is to make 

prediction and execution easy for the doctors to 

diagnose and treat this keratoconus in a more efficient 

way. Similarly, after the ophthalmological convention, 

the corneal topography is applied as a contribution to 

the all-around organized neural organization, and this 

could determine if the patient is suffering from 

keratoconus or now not. By advancing the limits 

related to the convolutional neural community, the 

precision of the proposed calculation changed into 

accelerated to 93.75% for the take a look at the set.  

The accomplished analysis measures practically 

corneal topologies and classifies them into 

classifications, recognizing designs related to the 

condition. In this paper, depending on the corneal 

topography, the analysis is done by mastering the 

calculations and screening  tools. The analysis may be 

carried out inside the machine to help the eye doctors 

analyze the patient's conditions using geography [9].  

The algorithm may be added to the instrument that 

conducts topography to help the ophthalmologist 

display screen patients greater speedy. Although the 

outcomes reveal a greater degree of percentage, the 

mechanism used should not be considered a stand-on 

own prognosis technique, but alternatively as a 

complement to the ophthalmologist's analysis of 

different scientific facts, including blood stress and 

corneal form evolution.  

These algorithms will grow more incredibly green 

within the destiny, considering less complicated 

keratoconus detection and a discount in corneal 

transplant instances. 
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